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A strong track record. An ambitious project.

Five years ago, you entrusted me to become the rector of our university. Together,
we carried out most of the electoral program, which was carried out under the Louvain 2020 project.
At the end of this first mandate, it is now time to look back. Together we have accomplished great deal. These five years as rector by your side have been an immense privilege. It was intense and demanding, but I did not regret it for a second. I
have received a lot of positive feedback and support to continue, with you, the work
that has been done for five years.
For this second mandate, I have built my program by consulting many members of
the university community. Thanks to these exchanges, this program has gradually
been prepared, based both on the results of what I have achieved and on the desire
to go further. My program, with 131 proposals, is structured around three axes:
∙∙ a university dedicated to each of its members, with a priority for well-being at
work
∙∙ a strong and stable university, both internally and externally
∙∙ an open university, a leader for social change, with proposals to foster a society
in transition.
Today, I am proud of what we have built together over the last five years. I want to
continue to put my experience and energy at the service of our university. I want to
contribute, with you, to a future worthy of its prestigious past and to shape it a place
of excellence, inclusive, open to the world and a source of fulfilment for all.
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A strong track record
New resources
The new financing law negotiated with other
rectors made it possible to yield new resources
amounting to 3,515,000 euros per year, of
which 89% are dedicated to the hiring of new
staff members.
To these recurring amounts nearly 16 million
euros was exceptionally made available, as
well as 5 million euros in 2018 in annual
bonuses. Since 2014, these figures amount
altogether to 43.189.000 euros, an amount
never reached for many decades. Such a result
has allowed, among other things, to increase
the number of promotions for administrative
and technical staff by 30%.

46 new posts
39 new structural positions, academic and
scientific, administrative and technical, were
created in the three sectors and 7 in the
central services. Half a million euros per year
was injected to support the supervision of
master theses, of which 80% was given to the
human sciences sector.

A budget allowance for
assistants and new professors
This was a commitment made in my 2014 program. Throughout their mandate, assistants now
receive an allowance of 3,000 euros. This is also
the case for FSR researchers. For new professors,
the budget of installation increased from 6,500
to 10,000 euros. These new academics also have
access to a dedicated ‘Seed Fund’ from the FSR.

Reshaping the Administration
of Human Resources
Six services have been reorganized. A specific
team is responsible for ensuring well-being at
work.

An increased budget for
FNRS researchers and sabbaticals
A new budget of 300,000 euros per year has
made it possible to correct salary anomalies of
the permanent FNRS researchers. Funding in
support of sabbaticals has been doubled: in
four years, 122 academics have been granted
a sabbatical leave. This policy that fosters more
creative time will be amplified.

Substitute hours for sabbaticals
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To better train managers in team management and burnout
detection
To strengthen a gender policy with concrete measures
To promote a better work-life balance (flexible schedules, working from home, e-mail management)

To preserve the research time of the assistants
To plan the ‘academization’ of the permanent FNRS researchers
on a voluntary basis
To offer support for research tasks after a maternity/paternity
leave

To increase financial support for students who are experiencing
financial difficulties
To strengthen support measures for newcomers
To offer more housing on all sites

To enhance the promotion process for administrative and
technical staff
To anticipate, identify and better help situations of overload
To support positive internal mobility of administrative and
technical staff

To recruit teaching logisticians in support of professors and
assistants
To simplify decision-making procedures to strengthen
subsidiarity
To increase financial means for new academics

To ensure time for teaching and research
To strengthen the link between clinical professors and the university
To propose an evolution of the clinical academic career with the
university as second employer
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A strong track record
Taking care of students
A redefined Louvain Learning Lab has amplified its educational training and innovation
missions. Several new colleagues have been
hired. Thanks to extra resources, 3 learning
centers have been created or are about to be
built in Mons, Woluwe and Louvain-la-Neuve.
The Career information office (CIO) has been
strengthened, for instance in Woluwe. The university provides more than 1,700,000 euros
each year for social assistance to students and
is completing the construction of 600 new
kots.

Rising research budgets
Thanks to the quality of research projects and
an increased support for project development, we increased our European funding
between 2013 and 2017 by 56%: 105
Horizon 2020 projects of 64 million euros. In
the European position, we went from 98th to
55th. 22 ERC grants were obtained at UCLouvain, which is 50% of all ERC grants obtained
in FWB. Our share of funding with the FNRS
has risen to more than 35%. Over the 20142019 period, 12 research coordinators have
been hired.

A gender policy
A strong gender policy has been implemented,
with the help of a gender policy advisor to the
rector. The effects of this policy are measured
each year by several indicators: a gender
balance in academic recruitment for the first
time in the university’s history, introduction
of compulsory mixed gender recruitment and
promotion commissions, inclusive writing in
communication... Of the 6 positions proposed
by the rector for the rectoral council, 4 are held
by women. Another flagship project for inclusion at UCLouvain is the Access2University program, a unique project in Belgium that offers a
comprehensive approach for refugees wishing
to return to higher education in Belgium.

Amount of European funding

A more international university
UCLouvain has made a collective effort to
improve the welcoming of international
staff and students. We have developed more
flexible financial tools to foster international
collaborations around the world, including
partners from the Global South. Our University has joined The Guild, chaired by UCLouvain, and has initiated an alliance of seven
leading European universities (London, Paris,
Berlin, Oslo, Arhus, Lisbon) taking an active
role in the construction of the European
education and research area.
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A strong and stable university
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To evaluate, identify, anticipate and regulate situations of
overload
To support teaching innovations
To encourage and provide support for setting up European
research projects

To defend our university hospitals and their projects
To guarantee and create places in the masters of specialization
To facilitate access to positions of clinician-researcher
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A strong track record
A multisite university
The sites are better taken into account: the
UCLouvain FUCaM Mons campus where
several new buildings have been built, the
LOCI faculty inaugurated an outstanding
space entirely recreated in Tournai. The merger with Université Saint-Louis is on track,
with increasing collaborations.

A university leader
in Open Education
Evidence of a strong choice for Open Education:
28 online courses followed by 150,000 students
each year, the successful move from Claroline
to Moodle, educational resources on an OER,
support for open access projects, an advisor to
the Rector for digital university.

A refined and improved
agreement with the university hospitals
A new measurement scheme has been
applied to update the amount of the agreement. This scheme has allowed to value
more than 20,000 hours of teaching and
to acknowledge the full function of clinical
academics, by highlighting the research
they performed. The amount calculated in
the agreement is based on the wage scales
for academics, imposed by the subsidizing
authorities. The agreement amount has seen
a rise of one million euros.

A university in transition
With its ‘energy plan’, the university has reduced
its CO2 emissions for many years. More than 10
million euros are invested each year to renovate
and isolate buildings. The university has reduced
its CO2 emissions in Louvain-la-Neuve by 29.2%
since 2010. A ‘green heat’ plan could achieve
a reduction of more than 80% by 2024. We are
renovating our buildings and new buildings are
eco-sustainable. Three hectares of eco-agriculture are being developed in the Lauzelle farm.
We grant staff members 1,440,000 euros to
promote environment-friendly mobility (two
wheelers and public transport). Single-use plastic
products have been removed from our catalogs.
40% of so-called smart dishes are served daily in
our university restaurants. The board of administrators has adopted a responsible investment
policy.
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An open university
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To be a major institutional player in energy transition
To offer a sustainable development training module to all study
programs
To support access to higher education
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To develop doctoral training and soft skills
To ensure the transition to Open Science
To develop research networks and international connections
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To facilitate access to sport and culture; and to offer the culture
card to students for free
To support associative life, student animation and kots-à-projets
To develop student mobility, including virtual mobility
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To decompartmentalize services and improve the flow of
information
To facilitate the mobility of administrative and technical staff
To support shared mobility and use of teleconferences
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To value eco-responsible research
To disseminate research with strong social impact
To support and promote collaborations in all countries,
including in the Global South
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To contribute to the reconstruction of the CUSL
To ensure the presence of UCLouvain in regional hospital
networks
To help transform health trainings

∙∙
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Living together, living better
Taking care of our common good
A place for training
At the service of researchers
An international dynamic
The student experience
In transition to tomorrow
University hospitals at the
service of society
9 An engaged university

Focus: Permanent FNRS researchers
Focus: A gender policy
Focus: UCLouvain Saint-Louis Brussels
Focus: A university of culture
Focus: Sports at university
Focus: A digital university
Focus: Research valorisation

I would like to warmly thank those who have given me time to share their feedback, expectations and questions
with me. It is by listening to them that these proposals have been gradually built. This program is also theirs.
Thank you to all of you.

Do not hesitate to contact me to share your reactions, suggestions or questions:
vincent.blondel@uclouvain.be

You can find my program, videos and information about
the campaign at www.vincentblondel.be

